ThetaHealing
Challenges are a part of daily life, however for some of us our everyday life
is impeded by physical ailments or dealing with what seems to be relentless
or overwhelming emotional issues. If as Quantum physics now tells us - we
create our own reality with our beliefs - then how do we change these limiting
and sometimes destructive beliefs, thereby creating a new, wonderful and
positive future.
ThetaHealing is an amazing and yet simple pain free energy healing modality that clears blockages which
keep you stuck in your issues and behavioural patterns that prevent you from fully embracing life and
being all that you can be. These blockages come from 4 areas:
1. Conditioning – Our parents and teachers taught us many useful things but
for most of us during our childhood we took on many beliefs and behavioural
patterns that fail to serve us - feeling we are unworthy and do not deserve love
or abundance, projecting our anger onto others or blaming, making life has a
struggle. The list is endless.
2. Genetic – Some health issues – physical, mental and emotional run in the
family, and so we inherit these problems through our genetics.
3. History – Past lives whether we believe in them or not influence or beliefs
and behaviours today. Those irrational fears of water or drowning, of
heights any many other things are often related to deaths in past lives.
The energetic imprint of these events on our being inhibit us in this life.
4. Soul – For some of us in this life, the challenges we face are
enormous. With awareness and Thetahealing we can choose an
easier path.
By identifying and clearing the limiting beliefs, we open the way for you
to heal physically, mentally and emotionally. Theta Healing enables the
reprogramming of these restricting beliefs and feelings, using these amazing new techniques, quickly
identifying the blockages that are preventing you from fulfilling you potential and then reprograms the
unconscious mind.
For most of us the hardest part of the healing process is valuing ourselves sufficiently to make the
decision to invest the time and money in our own healing. You will be amazed at how quickly your life can
turn around - if you choose to invest in yourself.
You are worth it. We all deserve to live the life we dream of…. whatever that looks like for you….a job you
are passionate about… loving and fulfilling relationships…. financial security and wealth……whatever!
ThetaHealing is powerful and life changing.

